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AGGREGATES M&A ACTIVITY STRONG IN 2021, 
CONTINUED OPTIMISM FOR 2022
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KEY SECTOR TAKEAWAYS
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Capstone Partners’ Building Products & Construction Services Team is pleased to share its Rock Products
report. The Aggregates sector recorded healthy demand throughout 2021 with leading public players
reporting strong revenue growth. Merger and acquisition (M&A) activity also reached elevated levels as sector
participants have increasingly sought to increase scale and product offerings through inorganic growth.
Several key report takeaways are included below.

1. Public companies in the Aggregates sector have demonstrated robust operating performance,
evidenced by increased valuations compared to the prior year.

2. Despite labor shortages and cost pressures, sector participants have capitalized on the favorable
backdrop of demand which is expected to continue in 2022.

3. M&A activity increased substantially in 2021, with sellers recognizing the high valuation
environment and strategic and financial buyers increasingly pursuing acquisition opportunities.

4. Aggregates production volume and pricing remained strong through Q3 2021. Maintaining healthy
margins will continue to remain an area of focus for the sector.

Capstone Partners has developed a full suite of corporate finance solutions, including M&A advisory, debt
advisory, financial advisory, and equity capital financing to help privately owned businesses and private equity
firms through each stage of the company’s lifecycle, ranging from growth to an ultimate exit transaction.

To learn more about Capstone’s wide breadth of advisory services and Rock Products sector expertise,
please contact Managing Director Darin Good.

Rock Products
M&A Activity Strong In 2021, Continued Optimism For 2022

https://www.capstonepartners.com/advisors/darin-good/


INTRODUCTION

In this quarterly report, also published by Rock Products, Capstone Partners provides insight into mergers &
acquisitions, capital markets trends, aggregates production, and pricing data through year-to-date 2022.

Capstone’s Building Products & Construction Services Team advises industry business owners, entrepreneurs,
executives, and investors in the areas of M&A, capital raising, and various special situations. Due to our
extensive background and laser focus within the industry, Capstone is uniquely qualified and has an
unparalleled track record of successfully representing Building Products & Construction Services companies.

PUBLIC COMPANY COMMENTARY

Public company valuations have remained robust to start 2022, evidenced by the average EBITDA trading
multiple rising to 10.7x in January, compared to 10.0x in the prior year. Vulcan Materials (NYSE:VMC) and
Martin Marietta (NYSE:MLM) continue to trade at premium multiples relative to their peers.

5

Price % 52 Wk Market Enterprise LTM EV / LTM

Company 01/06/22 High Cap Value Revenue EBITDA Margin Revenue EBITDA

Holcim Ltd $52.55 82.7% $32,145.0 $48,749.7 $27,045.9 $6,936.4 25.6% 1.8x 7.0x

CRH plc $53.16 97.3% $40,945.2 $47,521.8 $29,416.0 $4,501.0 15.3% 1.6x 10.6x

Vulcan Materials Company $209.95 98.3% $27,861.4 $32,407.7 $5,121.0 $1,437.9 28.1% NM 22.5x

Martin Marietta Materials, Inc. $437.09 97.9% $27,266.5 $30,430.1 $4,790.8 $1,558.2 32.5% NM 19.5x

HeidelbergCement AG $70.61 76.8% $13,680.5 $23,664.3 $21,757.4 $4,724.7 21.7% 1.1x 5.0x

CEMEX, S.A.B. de C.V. $0.66 75.3% $9,686.9 $18,276.5 $14,601.9 $3,592.8 24.6% 1.3x 5.1x

MDU Resources Group, Inc. $31.00 88.5% $6,303.9 $8,734.8 $5,622.8 $1,054.8 18.8% 1.6x 8.3x

Eagle Materials Inc. $162.54 96.1% $6,611.1 $7,417.3 $1,733.4 $596.8 34.4% 4.3x 12.4x

Summit Materials, Inc. $39.89 96.2% $4,729.6 $6,143.9 $2,437.6 $549.9 22.6% 2.5x 11.2x

Buzzi Unicem S.p.A. $21.88 79.4% $4,203.0 $4,572.5 $3,928.0 $1,052.3 26.8% 1.2x 4.3x

Arcosa, Inc. $52.67 76.9% $2,545.5 $3,262.0 $1,973.5 $273.5 13.9% 1.7x 11.9x

Mean 24.0% 1.9x 10.7x

Median 24.6% 1.6x 10.6x

Harmonic Mean 22.3% 1.6x 8.2x

EV = enterprise value; LTM = last twelve months
$ in millions, except per share data
NM = Not Meaningful

Source: Capital IQ as of January 6, 2022

Darin Good
Managing Director

“We believe the Aggregates sector, for 2022, is well positioned for another solid year of
elevated M&A activity and growth.”

Rock Products | January 2022



AGGREGATE MATERIALS INDEX RECORDS STRONG RETURNS IN 2021
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STRONG PRICING AND DEMAND DRIVE SECTOR PERFORMANCE

Healthy construction backlogs, increased demand visibility, and strengthening aggregates pricing
contributed to a robust year in the Aggregates sector in 2021. Disciplined cost control has been key for
sector participants as they look to grow earnings and maintain margins amid elevated energy costs and
labor shortages. Notably, Martin Marietta’s (NYSE:MLM) increase in total energy costs, which rose to $28
million in Q3, (approximately a 50% year-over-year increase) largely prevented gross margins from
exceeding the record levels experienced in 2020, according to its earnings call.1 However, elevated
shipment and pricing growth contributed to record adjusted EBITDA through the first nine months of the
year. While cost pressure will remain a headwind in the coming year, sector participants have defended
profitability through price increases which have been supported by a robust backdrop of demand for
aggregates intensive construction activity.

The pipeline of construction projects has remained healthy through the end of 2021, with the Associated
Builders and Contractors’ backlog index increasing to 8.4 months in November, marking a year-over-year
(YOY) increase of 1.2 months.2 Heavy industrial project backlogs have experienced the largest YOY
increase, rising 5.4 months. Notably, the South has experienced the highest backlog out of all regions in
the U.S., which may point to ongoing migration trends of households and individuals relocating to states
with warmer climates, lower taxes, and fewer regulations. In addition, increased investment in
warehouses, denoted by a 23.7% YOY increase in construction spending (U.S. Census Bureau3), and data
centers provide favorable tailwinds for aggregates providers. The improved finances of state and local
governments and the passage of the infrastructure bill also add significant visibility to increased
aggregates spending as elevated funding for projects, including highways, are expected to provide
valuable revenue opportunities for sector participants. Rising interest rates and lingering supply chain
challenges are likely to serve as key headwinds in 2022, however the underlying demand environment
remains favorable, which will encourage continued investment and consolidation activity.

Rising inflation and the prospect of multiple interest rates increases have led to bouts of volatility in equity
markets in early 2022. Capstone’s Aggregates Materials Index (AMI) has demonstrated healthy performance
over the past year, with returns amounting to +22.1%, outpacing the Dow Jones Industrial Average and
modestly trailing the S&P 500.
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PRIVATE EQUITY ACTIVITY
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GF Data Resources, a provider of detailed information on business transactions ranging in size from $10 to
$250 million, provides quarterly data from over 200 private equity firm contributors on the number of
completed transactions. The following chart provides the number of completed transactions from GF Data
contributors, the average total enterprise value (TEV)/EBITDA multiples, and the average amount of debt
utilized in the transaction computed as a multiple of EBITDA. The data, although not industry specific,
highlights the current elevated valuation environment as the average EBITDA multiple soared to 7.6x in Q3.

Private Equity Valuations & Leverage

Q3 2019 Q4 2019 Q1 2020 Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021 Q3 2021

Transactions 63 72 96 37 61 133 106 88 68

TEV/EBITDA 7.3x 7.1x 7.3x 7.3x 6.6x 6.8x 7.0x 7.2x 7.6x

Total Debt/EBITDA 3.9x 3.9x 3.8x 3.3x 3.7x 3.7x 3.9x 3.6x 4.1x

Senior Debt/EBITDA 2.9x 3.2x 3.5x 2.7x 2.7x 3.1x 3.6x 2.8x 3.1x

M&A VOLUME AND PURCHASE MULTIPLES HEALTHY IN 2021

Improved M&A activity in the Aggregates sector
has been driven by healthy construction demand,
seller friendly valuations, and heightened strategic
and financial buyer appetite. Total M&A volume
has increased 22% YOY with 93 transactions
announced or completed in 2021, compared to 76
transactions in 2020. Prospective tax increases
under the Biden administration pulled forward a
significant number of M&A transactions, adding to
a bustling year of middle market activity. While the
Build Back Better Act passed by the House in
November did not include a capital gains tax
revision, business owners continued to pursue
liquidity events to capitalize on the high valuation
environment. Notably, average EBITDA purchase
multiples in the Aggregates sector amounted to
10.9x with premium multiples paid for target
companies with national scale, expansive product
lines, and high levels of recurring revenue. Notably,

Aggregates Sector M&A Transaction Volume
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Source: Capital IQ, FactSet, PitchBook, and Capstone Research

the average Aggregates sector purchase multiple in 2021 has outperformed the three-year average of the
broader Building Products & Construction Services industry of 7.9x, according to Capstone’s Middle Market
Valuation Index.

Private and public strategic buyers have comprised the majority of transaction activity, accounting for 86% of
2021 M&A volume. While leading public players have grappled with effective cost mitigation amid rising input
and logistics prices, inorganic growth has been a key area of focus for those with ample cash on the balance
sheet. Top sector players including Holcim (SWX:HOLN), MDU Resources (NYSE:MDU), and Martin Marietta
(NYSE:MLM) have completed multiple acquisitions in 2021. Private equity buyers (14% of transactions) have
also demonstrated a strong appetite for the sector, often establishing platforms and scaling through small-
scale add-on acquisitions. Sponsors have had the luxury of low interest rates and expansive levels of dry
powder, which has contributed to record levels of private equity activity across the middle market.

Rock Products | January 2022
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PUBLIC COMPANIES AGGRESSIVELY PURSUE M&A OPPORTUNITIES
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Public companies in the Aggregates sector are leveraging healthy cash positions and robust balance sheets to
actively target inorganic growth opportunities. As the Aggregates sector continues to demonstrate rapid
consolidation, leading players are expected to remain aggressive in pursuing accretive transactions that can
drive operational synergies and expand product portfolios.

Transaction Overview
Holcim (SWX:HOLN) has acquired leading supplier of ready-mix concrete and
aggregates in Washington state, Cowden, for an undisclosed sum (January 2022).
Cowden, established in 1945, serves both large commercial and small residential
customers. Cowden operates two ready-mix concrete plants, eight aggregate
facilities, and a hauling fleet.

M&A and Sector Takeaways
The acquisition is the latest transaction for Holcim amid an aggressive acquisition
spree as it expands its portfolio and geographic presence. The purchase of Cowden
follows its addition of another concrete supplier, Marshall Concrete (December 2021,
undisclosed) which serves the high growth Minneapolis/Saint Paul Metro market.
Holcim’s emphasis on inorganic growth points to its healthy cash position and the
rapid consolidation of the Aggregates sector. In addition, as energy costs rise and
sector participants focus on sustainable building solutions, sector players are
expected to eye target companies that can assist in achieving ESG metrics. Holcim’s
acquisition of Cowden aligns with its “Strategy 2025 – Accelerating Green Growth,”
according to a press release.4

Acquires

Acquires

Transaction Overview
Knife River, a subsidiary of MDU Resources (NYSE:MDU) has acquired Baker Rock Resources
and Oregon Mainline Paving in November 2021. Terms of both transactions were not
disclosed. Baker Rock is a leading construction materials provider in the Portland metro
area, with an estimated 83 million to 88 million tons of construction aggregates, according
to a press release.5 Oregon Mainline Paving is one of the largest asphalt paving contractors
in its region, with two portable asphalt plants and three paving crews.

M&A and Sector Takeaways
The acquisitions of Baker Rock and Oregon Mainline provide Knife River with greater
penetration into the Portland Metro Market, which has experienced a strong increase in
demand for aggregate materials, and expands its paving operations in the northwest. It
also demonstrates MDU Resource’s commitment to scaling Knife River through
acquisitions that expand its product portfolio and market share. The two recent
acquisitions follow Knife River’s earlier purchase of Mt. Hood Rock Products in April 2021 for
an undisclosed sum.

Brian Krehbiel
Director

“Consistent with the uptick in aggregates related M&A transactions in 2021, Capstone
Partners experienced an increase in inbound sell-side M&A related inquiries which we
expect to continue in 2022.”

Rock Products | January 2022
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SELECT TRANSACTIONS
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Enterprise EV / LTM
Date Target Acquirer Target Business Description Value (mm) Revenue EBITDA

12/13/21 Marshall Concrete 
Products Holcim (SWX:HOLN) Provides concrete products and services. - - -

12/13/21 Metromont Markel (NYSE:MKL) Offers precast/prestressed concrete solutions for 
building owners, engineers, and contractors. - - -

12/06/21 Frontline Concrete 
Contracting Lithko Contracting Provides concrete contracting services to commercial 

and residential clients. CF CF CF

12/06/21 Fly Ash Business of 
Boral

Eco Material 
Technologies

Comprises Boral Limited’s North American Fly Ash 
business operations. $755.0 - -

12/01/21 Seffner Rock & 
Gravel

SiteOne
(NYSE:SITE)

Distributes natural stone, bulk aggregates, mulch, 
soil, and other landscape supplies.

12/01/21 Ram Tool White Cap Supply Provides construction specialty materials including 
cements, concrete forming, and drywall tools. - - -

11/29/21 Cast-Crete Monomoy Capital Manufactures precast and prestressed concrete U-
lintels for the Construction industry. $97.0 - -

11/22/21 Baker Rock Knife River Manufactures and sells construction materials including 
asphalt, sand and gravel, and crushed rocks. - - -

11/15/21 Semco Distributing SiteOne
(NYSE:SITE)

Provides quarrying, fabricating, and sale of 
landscape stones. - - -

11/05/21 Lindsay Precast MiddleGround
Capital

Manufactures concrete products to customers 
including state and municipal governments. - - -

11/05/21 Ceramic Matrix of 
Florida

Architectural 
Surfaces

Sells and distributes tiles and stones. - - -

11/03/21 Superior Concrete Chaney 
Enterprises

Manufactures ready-mix concrete for 
applications including wall systems. - - -

11/01/21 Increte of North 
Florida

New South 
Construction Supply

Distributes and supplies concrete                  
construction material. - - -

11/01/21 Reflectix Balcan Innovations Provides foil-faced air cellular insulation with products 
including concrete slab insulation. $82.5 - -

10/29/21 Sand and Gravel of 
VA Sand & Stone Chaney Enterprises Comprises the sand and gravel mining operations of 

Virginia Sand & Stone. - - -

10/29/21 Wirtz & Daughters Heritage 
Landscape Supply

Distributes hardscapes, natural stone, landscape 
lighting and other related products. - - -

10/07/21 Ararat Rock 
Products Luck Stone Produces crushed stone, sand, and gravel. - - -

10/04/21 King Asphalt Construction Partners 
(Nasdaq:ROAD)

Manufactures asphalt and provides asphalt services for 
residential and commercial properties. - - -

10/04/21 US Marble & 
Granite GW Capital Provides marble and granite for residential and 

commercial purposes. - - -

09/27/21 Utelite Holcim 
(SWX:HOLN)

Manufactures and supplies structural lightweight 
expanded shale aggregates. - - -

09/17/21 Bowling Green 
Concrete Smyrna Ready Mix Supplies ready-mix concrete. - - -

09/08/21 Hi-Tech Concrete 
Pumping

Concrete Pumping 
(Nasdaq:BBCP)

Provides concrete pumping services. $12.3 - -

Blue indicates Capstone advised transaction; CF=Confidential 
Source: Capital IQ, PitchBook, FactSet, and Capstone Research

Rock Products | January 2022



CAPSTONE CASE STUDY

Capstone Partners advised Frontline Concrete, Inc.,
a market leading concrete construction company,
on its sale to Lithko Contracting, LLC (December
2021). Read the full transaction press release here.

Frontline is based in Salt Lake City, Utah, and
serves both commercial and residential clients
throughout the state. Frontline offers award-
winning expertise in concrete construction with a
focus on safety and quality. The company
specializes in tilt-up concrete services, primarily to
the Industrial, Warehouse, and Manufacturing
markets, and cast-in-place concrete for the
Multifamily, Mixed-use, Parking Structure,
Education, and Single-family Residential markets.

“Frontline is the leading tilt-up concrete
contractor in Utah and the combination with
Lithko, and its existing operations in the region, will
result in diversification and significant opportunity
to grow and better serve the growing market
demand,” said Brian Krehbiel, Director at Capstone.
“Utah is leading the nation in construction activity
and Frontline will continue to be the driving force
behind the changing landscape.”

Rob Strobel, Lithko President, added, “We are
excited to expand our offerings in the Wasatch
Valley by partnering with Frontline. Collaborating
with the Lithko team will support Frontline’s
employees, customers, and continued expansion.”

Lithko is a market-leading, full-service commercial
concrete contractor specializing in the execution
of walls, tilt-ups, structural frames, slabs, super
flats, sitework, foundations, and pre-construction
services. Lithko has over 4,000 employees serving
over 500 clients across 20 regions. Lithko has a
unique local service model designed to keep
employees close to home and ensure exceptional
customer service in each territory.

We definitely chose the right team 
to align ourselves with for this 
transaction. The experience of the 
Capstone team helped get us to the 
finish line. The support and advice 
we received made the whole 
process complete smoothly.

George Evans
President, Frontline Concrete

“

”
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HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

Rock Products | January 2022

Strong Customer BaseDiverse End Market Exposure

Expanding Market PresenceLeading Tilt-Up Contractor 

Frontline Concrete Key Characteristics

https://www.capstonepartners.com/transactions/capstone-partners-advised-frontline-concrete-inc-on-its-sale-to-lithko-contracting-llc/


COMPANY SPOTLIGHTS
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Holcim has placed a heavy focus on supply chain
strength and margin resilience through the first
nine months of Q3, which has led to healthy
operating performance. Elevated levels of demand
has contributed to robust sales growth, rising 5% in
Q3 on a like-for-like (LFL) basis, according to its
earnings release.6 Holcim’s solid operating margins
are reflected in its record Q3 recurring EBIT which
increased 4.7% LFL in Q3 driven by strong pricing
and effective cost management. Through the first
nine months of 2021, Holcim’s Cement segment has
recorded the highest LFL net sales increase, rising
14.8%. Cost mitigation will remain a key area of
focus for Holcim moving into 2022, as the company
experienced a 28% increase in energy costs in Q3,
according to its earnings call.7

“Since the beginning of the year, we have recorded
a huge growth of 33% of the recurring EBIT of which
35% is like-for-like. This corresponds to a like-for-
like growth of 26% compared to the first nine
months of 2019. And this demonstrates that we are
not only talking about post-COVID rebound here,
but also about true growth based on strong pricing
and industrial cost monitoring,” commented
Géraldine Picaud, Holcim Chief Financial Officer, in
an earnings call.

Holcim has pursued an aggressive M&A strategy
through 2021, facilitating nine bolt-on acquisitions
targeting aggregates and ready-mix concrete
opportunities in the first nine months of the year. It
has already added to its portfolio in 2022, acquiring
Cowden in January for an undisclosed sum. Holcim
has demonstrated a propensity for smaller, value
accretive local acquisitions but its M&A pipeline
also consists of more transformative targets. While
outside the traditional Aggregates space, Holcim
recently announced its acquisition of Malarkey
Roofing Products for $1.35 billion (December 2021).

Ticker: SWX:HOLN
Headquarters: Switzerland
Markets: Construction Materials
LTM Revenue: $27.1 Billion
Market Capitalization: $32.1 Billion

Company Description

Revenue Share by Segment

Source: FactSet and Capital IQ
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COMPANY SPOTLIGHTS (CONTINUED)
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The positive demand environment in North America
and Europe has fueled continued momentum for
CRH (ISE:CRG) with total sales increasing 11% YOY
through the first nine months of 2021, according to
its most recent earnings release.8 CRH has also
managed to increase profitability with EBITDA
increasing 15% YOY, representing a 50 basis point
improvement to its margin. CRH’s Europe Materials
segment led LFL growth through the first nine
months of 2021, increasing 13%, followed by its
Building Products segment at +6% LFL. Inclement
weather dampened volume growth in its Americas
Materials segment with sales increasing a modest
3% LFL.

“In North America and Europe, construction
demand remains robust despite an inflationary
input cost environment in the areas of energy, raw
material, labor, and logistics. There is broad-based
support for increased infrastructure investment
across our markets and we are pleased to see that
in the United States, Congress has passed the $1.2
trillion Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act,”
commented Albert Jude Manifold CRH Chief
Executive & Director in an earnings call.9

Efficient allocation of capital has been a key focus
for CRH, which has manifested in increased
acquisition activity. Through the first nine months
of 2021, CRH invested $1.4 billion on 17 acquisitions,
equating to an average pre-synergy EBITDA
multiple of 7.0x. Its healthy balance sheet and cash
generation can also be reflected in its ongoing
share buyback program which has returned nearly
$800 million as of its Q3 earnings call.

Ticker: ISE:CRG
Headquarters: Ireland
Markets: Construction Materials
LTM Revenue: $29.4 Billion
Market Capitalization: $41.1 Billion

Company Description

Revenue Share by Segment

Source: FactSet and Capital IQ
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Construction input prices increased 1.4% in November 2021 and registered substantial YOY gains of 23.5%
according to an Associated Builders and Contractors analysis of the U.S. Census Bureau of Labor Statistics
data.10 Natural gas pricing has led YOY increases, rising 150.6%.

Rock Products | January 2022
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Aggregate materials have exhibited healthy pricing and volume increases compared to the prior year amid an
elevated backdrop of demand for construction activity.

Source: U.S. Geological Survey and Capstone Research

Cement

AGGREGATE MATERIALS UPDATE 

• Portland cement consumption amounted to
29.5 million metric tons in Q3, marking a YOY
increase of 2.1%. Consumption has increased
1.7% compared to the prior quarter.

• The average net selling price per ton for Martin
Marietta and Eagle Materials cement in Q3
increased 7.0% YOY to $120.35.

• Ready-mix concrete (RMC) prices increased
3.0% YOY to $124.40 per cubic yard. Price data
is computed from the average RMC net selling
prices of Vulcan Materials, Martin Marietta, and
Eagle Materials.

• RMC volume increased 2.4% YOY in Q3 to 108.4
million cubic yards. Production volume
increased 2.0% compared to the Q2.

Ready-Mix Concrete

Source: NRMCA Industry Data Survey, Average RMC selling price of U.S. Concrete (not included in Q3 2020 and Q3 2021 due to acquisition by Vulcan), 
Vulcan Materials, Martin Marietta Materials, Eagle Materials, and Capstone Research
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AGGREGATE MATERIALS UPDATE  (CONTINUED)
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• Crushed stone production increased 4.1% YOY
to 436 million metric tons. Production volume
has increased 5.1% in Q3 compared to Q2.

• Crushed stone prices are recorded on an
annual basis.

• Asphalt prices increased 0.2% YOY in Q3 to
$54.08, as measured by the average net
asphalt selling prices of Vulcan Materials and
Martin Marietta. Pricing also increased by 1.1%
compared to Q2.

• Asphalt volume is reported on an annual basis.
The most recent asphalt production amounted
to nearly 422 million tons in 2019.

CrushedStone

Asphalt

Source: NAPA Asphalt Pavement Industry Survey, Vulcan Materials, Martin Marietta
Materials average of net asphalt selling prices, and Capstone Research

Source: U.S. Geological Survey and Capstone Research

• An estimated 294 million metric tons of sand &
gravel were produced and shipped for
consumption in Q3, an increase of 3.5% YOY.
Sand & gravel production has increased 5.4%
compared to the prior quarter.

• Sand & gravel prices are recorded on an
annual basis.

Sand & Gravel
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Source: U.S. Geological Survey and Capstone Research
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FIRM TRACK RECORD

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

a portfolio company of 

HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH

HAS PARTNERED WITH

MANAGEMENT BUYOUT 
SUPPORTED BY HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

a portfolio company of 

a portfolio company of 

HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

HAS RECAPITALIZED 
WITH

HAS BEEN 
RECAPITALIZED BY HAS BEEN ACQUIRED BY

a portfolio company of

Capstone Partners’ Building Products & Construction Services Team has represented clients across various
construction specialties. Our deep industry focus allows us to provide our clients with real-time transaction
feedback and immediate access to key decision makers among the most active acquirers and investors in
the Construction industry. A sampling of closed transactions is shown below.
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Darin is an advocate for his clients, guiding them through the complex process of raising
debt, equity or selling their company. During the past 24 years, Darin has led business
owners and their board of directors through this process over 70 times. Courts, trade
groups and national publications recognize Darin’s expertise where he provides
testimony as an expert witness and speaks about topics involving mergers and
acquisitions. Prior to joining Capstone, Darin started, operated, made acquisitions and
sold three successful companies in construction, import and distribution, and
commercial real estate management. Three sell side transactions that Darin performed
are published and taught in business schools around the globe. Darin teaches these
cases at the University of Denver, where he received his Bachelor of Science in Finance.

Darin Good
Managing Director  
dgood@capstonepartners.com | 303-549-5674

Crista Gilmore
Director
cgilmore@capstonepartners.com | 303-531-5013

Crista started her career at KPMG LLP then accepted a Senior Associate role with a $12
billion multi-strategy hedge fund managing the monthly PnL close process for several
funds. She was promoted to Vice President, Valuations responsible for pricing the
portfolio of over 8,000 securities monthly, as well as reporting to the Valuation
Committee on a bi-monthly basis. At Capstone, Crista works with clients to improve
their financial metrics and reporting capabilities. Additionally, she performs research,
valuation analysis, prepares marketing documentation, manages client data rooms and
responds to due diligence inquiries. Crista graduated summa cum laude from Drake
University with a degree in Finance and Accounting. She also earned a Master’s of
Accounting degree from Drake University and is a CFA Charterholder.

Prior to joining Capstone Partners in 2011, Brian spent five years with a boutique
investment bank performing sell-side transactions, financial modeling and value-add
client services. At Capstone, Brian is a member of the Building Products & Construction
Services team assisting clients with sell-side, buy-side and debt and equity raise
transactions. Prior to his career in Investment Banking, Brian developed construction
industry and operations experience owning and managing a successful family-owned
residential construction company. His education and industry expertise are resources
used in all aspects of the transaction process. Brian graduated from the University of
Northern Colorado with a BS degree in Finance and he is a CFA Charterholder.

Brian Krehbiel
Director
bkrehbiel@capstonepartners.com | 970-215-9572

Connor McLeod
Research Manager
cmcleod@capstonepartners.com | 617-619-3319

Connor currently serves as Research Manager at Capstone Partners. Connor provides
M&A insights, capital markets analysis, and macroeconomic trends for C-suite middle
market executives. He specializes in the coverage of the Building Products, Healthcare,
and Consumer industries. Prior to joining the Research Team at Capstone, Connor was a
specialist with the Investor Services team at BlackRock where he was responsible for
assessing fund and account performance, communicating relevant market dynamics,
and facilitating trades for shareholders, financial advisors, and institutional clients.
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Disclosure
This report is a periodic compilation of certain economic and corporate information, as well as completed and announced merger and
acquisition activity. Information contained in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to sell or buy any security. Any
reference to or omission of any reference to any company in this report should not be construed as a recommendation to buy, sell or
take any other action with respect to any security of any such company. We are not soliciting any action with respect to any security
or company based on this report. The report is published solely for the general information of clients and friends of Capstone
Partners. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs of individual recipients.
Certain transactions, including those involving early-stage companies, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all
investors. This report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it
should not be relied upon as such. Prediction of future events is inherently subject to both known and unknown risks and other
factors that may cause actual results to vary materially. We are under no obligation to update the information contained in this
report. Opinions expressed are our present opinions only and are subject to change without notice. Additional information is available
upon request. The companies mentioned in this report may be clients of Capstone Partners. The decisions to include any company in
this report is unrelated in all respects to any service that Capstone Partners may provide to such company. This report may not be
copied or reproduced in any form or redistributed without the prior written consent of Capstone Partners. The information contained
herein should not be construed as legal advice.
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Market Presence
With a long-established U.S. footprint, together with an international partner
platform, we provide clients with broad expertise and access to key market
relationships on a global basis. Our presence is backed by ~200 professionals in the
U.S. with 450+ professionals across 43 countries.

$65.1M
average 

transaction 
value

51
deals involving foreign             

private equity firms 

65%
completed with a 
European partner

218
M&A transactions

completed in 2020

30%
of our deals 
are cross-

border

$12.5B
aggregate 

transaction value

6th
globally ranked for 

deals under $500m

International

170+ professionals
12 offices

Boston · Chicago · Dallas ·
Denver Detroit · Los Angeles ·
New York  Orange County ·
Philadelphia   Richmond · San 
Diego · Tampa 

450+ professionals
60+ offices in 43 countries

Asia: China · India · Japan · Thailand
Africa: Congo · Egypt · Ghana · Ivory Coast · Mauritius · Morocco · Nigeria · Senegal · South Africa
Americas: Toronto · Vancouver · Argentina · Brazil · Chile · Colombia · Mexico · Panama & Central 
America · Peru
Europe: Belgium · Bosnia & Herzegovina · Croatia · Czech Republic · Finland · France · Germany ·
Hungary · Ireland
Italy · Netherlands · Poland · Portugal · Russia · Serbia · Slovakia · Slovenia · Spain · Sweden ·
United Kingdom

United States

capstonepartners.com


